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            Abstract
In addition to acting as template for protein synthesis, messenger RNA (mRNA) often contains sensory sequence elements that regulate this process1,2. Here we report a new mechanism that limits the number of complete protein molecules that can be synthesized from a single mRNA molecule of the human AMD1 gene encoding adenosylmethionine decarboxylase 1 (AdoMetDC). A small proportion of ribosomes translating AMD1 mRNA stochastically read through the stop codon of the main coding region. These readthrough ribosomes then stall close to the next in-frame stop codon, eventually forming a ribosome queue, the length of which is proportional to the number of AdoMetDC molecules that were synthesized from the same AMD1 mRNA. Once the entire spacer region between the two stop codons is filled with queueing ribosomes, the queue impinges upon the main AMD1 coding region halting its translation. Phylogenetic analysis suggests that this mechanism is highly conserved in vertebrates and existed in their common ancestor. We propose that this mechanism is used to count and limit the number of protein molecules that can be synthesized from a single mRNA template. It could serve to safeguard from dysregulated translation that may occur owing to errors in transcription or mRNA damage.
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                    Figure 1: Translation of phylogenetically conserved AMD1 tail results in ribosome stalling.[image: ]


Figure 2: AMD1 tail translation reduces expression independent of proteasome or lysosome pathways.[image: ]


Figure 3: AMD1 tail modulates translation of an upstream ORF.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Cross-species examination of AMD1 tail using publicly available ribosome profiling data in the GWIPS-viz browser.
Available ribosome footprints aligned to the genomes of (a) mouse, (b) rat, (c) frog and (d) zebrafish are shown along with gene annotation tracks and ORF plots in which ATG codons are shown in green and stop codons are shown in red. Note that, even under very low coverage, peaks of density are consistently present at the stop codon of AMD1 tail. The low number of footprints in mouse is due to ambiguous mapping caused by the presence of a retrotransposed single-exon AMD1 copy (AMD2). Only uniquely aligned footprints are currently displayed in GWIPS-viz.


Extended Data Figure 2 Human ribosome profiling data obtained with approaches that enrich ribosomes at translation initiation sites.
a, AMD1 locus; b, XBP1 locus. Three tracks are shown as indicated in the figure. Ribosome footprint density corresponds to aggregated data obtained with drug treatments that preferentially arrest initiating ribosomes. Under these treatments, actively elongating ribosomes run off. However, stalled ribosomes remain bound to mRNA and produce footprints along with initiating ribosomes blocked by these inhibitors. The peaks corresponding to ribosome stalling at the end of the AMD1 tail and at the end of the XBP1 coding region (in unprocessed mRNA) are indicated with arrows.


Extended Data Figure 3 Assessment of dual luciferase mRNA stability.
a, Scheme of constructs. b, RT–qPCR analysis with primers targeting R Luc sequence; n = 9. c, Absolute values of R Luc and F Luc; n = 12. Biological replicates that belong to the same independent experiment are indicated with the same symbols in b and c.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Figure 4 Expression of GFP constructs.
Western blotting analysis of GFP fusions with a fragment of the actin 3′ trailer of the same length as full-length AMD1 tail; n = 2 (a) and truncated from the 5′ end tail; n = 2 (b), separated by either stop or sense codons as indicated.


Extended Data Figure 5 In vitro translation of AMD1 tail fusion reporters.
Western blotting analysis of luciferase-expressing mRNAs in the HEK293T cell-free translation system; n = 1.


Extended Data Figure 6 Potential trans effect of AMD1 tail translation.
HEK293T cells were transfected in triplicate wells of half-area 96-well plates with the indicated expression constructs (left) for 24 h. Cells were lysed in 15 μl PLB and incubated with shaking for 15 min at room temperature. Five microlitres of each were removed for immunoblotting with both anti-GFP and anti-β-actin (upper right; n = 3); the remaining lysate was assayed for both R Luc and F Luc activities (lower right), n = 3.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Figure 7 Expression of StopGo constructs.
a, Scheme of constructs. b, Western blots with antibodies against Renilla and firefly; n = 1. c, RT–qPCR analysis; n = 4. Line represents mean.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Figure 8 EEF1A2 readthrough extension.
GWIPS-viz screenshot of ribosome footprint density at the last 3′ exon of EEF1A2 (hg38).
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Supplementary Figure 1
Gel Source Data. Original source Images of the gels that have been used for making figures with weight markers. Cropped parts are indicated.


Supplementary Data 1
Genomic alignment of tetrapods from UCSC Genome browser 100 species alignment. Codon alignment obtained with CodAlignView, positions of AMD1 stop and AMD1 tail stop are annotated (second row).


Supplementary Data 2
Alignment of AMD1 coding region and surrounding areas from 146 vertebrate species. Synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions are indicated by blue and red colours, respectively, and gaps are in grey. Ka/Ks ratio and sequence identity (see Methods) are shown at the bottom.


Supplementary Data 3
Human transcripts with ribosome density profiles similar to AMD1. List of GENCODE transcripts containing peaks of ribosome density downstream and in-frame of protein coding regions. For each transcript information on the chromosome, coordinates, locus, GENCODE ID and the number of footprints are provided in comma delimited format.


Supplementary Data 4
Vectors and plasmids. Sequences of vectors and plasmids used in this study in fasta format.
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Genomic sequences of AMD1 coding regions. Genomic sequence of AMD1 coding regions for 146 vertebrate species used in this study in fasta format. Genbank IDs for the source sequences are provided in the comment line for each sequence.
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